Hopes Flared, Died In Roar of Guns

WHEN Nashville fell to the Federals, in the early spring of 1862, Harper's Weekly took note of the Northern victory with a doubly-page spread on the city, which contained the drawings shown here. The cover that week was a full-page portrait of Gen. William H. Grant, the "Hero of Fort Donelson.

Along with the drawings, Harper's published the following report on the city:

"It is, as everybody knows, the most prostrated of Southern cities, and the shock which it received from the fall of Forts Henry and Donelson was but the precursor to an event that would make it a pit of desolation and despair. The city of Nashville, now troubled, in fact, by the British, is, for all practical purposes, a military prison. The British authorities have ordered the inhabitants to yield up all arms and ordnance, and have prepared to establish a military government. The British flag is now flying over the city, and the inhabitants are living in a state of alm

This "general view of the city of Nashville, Tennessee" appeared in the city in the early spring of 1862. The drawing was made from the river bank, in the vicinity of the present General Hospital.

The American flag has not always floated from the cupola of the State Capitol as it now does. This drawing by Harper's of March, 1862, shows the Union flag flying from the roof top behind the tower.

WHEN THE BATTLE OF NASHVILLE
WAS Fought
100 YEARS AGO

THE HERITAGE
OF

George T. Brodax

1800 YEARS OLD

From the Brodax name, there comes one of the oldest proud heritages in the jewelry profession in America. The first Brodax jeweler in recorded history had his shop on Bond Street in London in the late 1600's. Some 500 years ago. Representatives of this family left the old world and settled in America...from generation to generation this fine craftsmanship has been passed down.

You can have complete confidence that the ultra-modern G. T. Brodax, jewelry stores today, is a combination of art, national and international distinction, like the same pride as their ancestors in offering to you the very finest in the jewelry processor...with the Modern Youth.

Only the highest quality merchandise is displayed in our store, thus protecting our proud heritage. You may select from the finest diamonds, rubies, gold and silver jewelry, bracelets and charms, rings and pendant silver, chimes, crystal, clocks and gifts.

Ours, Madison Store is located in two convenient shopping areas

MADISON SQUARE 145-9252
GREEN HILLS VILLAGE 291-7343

OPEN TILL 9 TILL CHRISTMAS

"Where You Shop Is Your Leisure"
-smallest gift to the most expensive
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Cokesbury
417 Church St. 254-9488

see COKESBURY
FIRST
for books on
the CIVIL WAR

HOOT'S CAMPAIGN by NASHVILLE
Civil War Times Special Edition... $3.00
EMBATTLED CONFEDERATES
An illustrated history of South- erners at war, SLB till Dec. 31, SLB correl 
THE DESERGUE BATTLE OF NASH- VILLE by Nashville Historian
STORIA DE ROBERT E. LEE
An illustrated history of the war and statesman and his contemporaries by Robert E. Lattimer in cooperation with the National Park & Monuments Association... $3.95
DIVIDER LOYALITY—Civil War in East Tennessee. Published by University of Tennessee Press, Knoxville, $1.00
WIZZ POLES of CIVIL WAR Batt. Including Battle of Nash- ville, Nashville, $1.00 each, $2.00
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